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COMPARISON’S PLACE IN MAKING TEXT

Comparing objects are included into circles which are far from each-other and 
show the whole addition associative chain, they provide giving full information and at the 
same time intensify the sensitiveness; if comparing objects in reality are far from each other, 
their expressiveness will be very clear. One more heuristic function of comparison is that 
they help knowing more deeper and wider about the world’s exotics and their unknown 
sides” [3]. 
 In modern scientific investigations are paying attentions to comparison’s 
lingvocultural and ethnolinguistic sides. The author of the book “Lingvo- culturology” 
V. Maslova underlined that the national worldview of different nations is represented 
in comparison, and as a proof he gave examples in Russian, Byelorussian and Kirghiz 
languages. According to his thought, such structures as, глаза блестящие, как Иссык-Куль, 
стройный, как марал, сильный, как Манас  present the national worldview of Kirghiz 
people [3].

Comparisons in the world linguistics such as metaphor, metonymy and expressions 
considers the language’s linvocultural wealth. They are one of the linguistic phenomena 
which show specificity of literary thought of a certain nation.    

In our article we are going to speak about texts’ communicative, cognitive and 
pragma-stylistic peculiarities which express the meaning of comparison in the Uzbek 
language. 

In Uzbek linguistics comparison’s semantic- syntactical, pragmatic and methodic 
sides were some works’ research objects [5; 7; 6; 8; 2; ]. 

In those works especially assimilation’s expressions and sentence structures were 
studied.  

Comparison’s place in making text, its influence into meaning’s structure and 
pragmatic features have not separately studied yet. 

At a result of analyzing texts which express comparison meaning according to their 
textual reference relationship one can divide them into two following types: 1. Texts which 
have comparison structure in their sentences. 2. Texts which have comparison structure in 
their macrostructure.   

In the sentences of the first type comparison’s meaning will be understood from the 
certain text structure’s sentence semantics, and it doesn’t influence into the sentences which 
are given before and after this sentence.     

As an example we bring the following microtext from the novel of 
O. Yoqubov “Kuhna dunyo (Old world)”: “Bo‘y-basti kelishgan, mo‘ylovi endigina 

sabza ura boshlagan, tol chiviqday nozik bu  yigitchada  o‘z elining hamma fazilatlari – 
muloyimligi, mehnatsevarligi, kamtarligi yuz foiz mujassam. Beruniy u bilan bir lahza suhbat 
qursa go‘yo Hindistonga qaytib borganday, bosib o‘tgan yo‘llariyu kezgan shaharlarida qayta 
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kezib yurganday bo‘ladi. Shunda yuragining bir burdasi o‘sha ulug‘ makonda qolganini, bu 
makonning zahmatkash, mo‘min-muloyim xalqi esa xuddi o‘z eldoshlariday qadrdon bo‘lib 
qolganini sezadi”. 

 One can see that, the sentences which are composed this text have a 
coherence through the pronoun “ у ” which is a deictic unit, but the comparison structure 
which is used in the first sentence of the text “tol chiviqday nozik yigit” doesn’t seriously 
influence into general semantic of the text.       

Comparison’s meaning could also be expressed through the text’s sentences: 
Sahroning bag‘ri yomg‘irga tashna bo‘lganidek, - dedi Sultonmurod qo‘llarini harakatga solib, 
– ko‘hna Xurosonning eli adolat va fazilat qo‘yoshiga tashnadir. (Oybek. “Navoiy” novel).

The theme of our dissertation demands to analyze widely the texts of the second 
type which was stated above.  

In the texts based on comparison the structure of microtext in relation to motivation 
based on comparison, text’s discrete units express general meaning of comparison.     

For example: Kimdir kattaroq asarni yozib tugatgan adibni yeli chiqib ketgan pufakka 
o‘xshatgan ekan. Haqiqatan, yig‘ilgan hayotiy material, ko‘rgan-kechirganlar, o‘ylagan o‘ylar 
– hammasi shu katta asarga sarf bo‘ladi-yu, qalbi bo‘m-bo‘sh bo‘li qoladi kishi. (О.Yoqubov. 
“Children’s duty” sketch). 

In making texts which express the meaning of comparison text maker can use 
different types of communicative strategies. During our investigation we identified that the 
following types of texts will be used in Uzbek proses.         

1. One of the peculiar sides of the texts expressing the comparison’s meaning is that 
the comparison structure which is used in those texts brings them into having metaphoric 
meaning. It is because of using them first with their direct meaning then with their figurative 
meaning.   

Pay attention into the following texts: Kelinchak o‘z erini murakkab va siyqa bir 
kitobni o‘qiyotganday mashaqqat bilan ba’zan adashib, gumonsirab, rashk qilib o‘qirdi. Biroq 
oxir-oqibatda  hammasiga qo‘l siltab loqayd va beparvo bo‘lib qolardi: erini endi istamay, 
bezillab, bundan ham beshbattar yuragi sovib ketishidan qo‘rqib, xijil va lanjlik bilan o‘qirdi 
(N.Eshonqul. “Ochilmagan eshik Unopen door” hikoyasi).

“Inson hayoti shatranj taxtasidagi piyodaning yurishiga o‘xshaydi... Goh oq katakdan  
o‘tadi, goh qora katakdan... Farqi shuki,  birovning qismatida oq kataklar  ko‘proq bo‘ladi. 
birovnikida – qora kataklar... (O‘.Hoshimov. “Davtar hoshiyasidagi bitiklar”).

It is shown, that acquiring metaphorical mean of expression’s unites in the end of 
text: oʻqimoq in the first micro text and oq kaptarlar, qora kaptarlar in the second micro 
text  are provided with the arising  emotional modality in the text   S.Boymirzayeva write 
about “cooperation” of linguistic means like that: “Indeed, in the text the descriptive unites 
(epithet, assimilation) are united one space  and acquired leading mean and expressed the 
emotional modality mean in the text in this way” [1, p. 96].

2. In these types of the texts the comparison’s structural semantic will be the cause of 
appearing the personification phenomena which is one of the metaphoric meaning types of 
the text’s unit. Professor M. Mirtojiev underlined that: “In this kind of metaphora the lexical 
meaning of the word’s referent will also be similar with proportional meaning’s referent 
with outward signs, action or condition’s peculiar function. But this similarity appears with 
giving alive condition to proportional meaning’s referent [6, p. 98]. 
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This thought of  M. Mirtojiev refers to word- metaphors. It is an inadmissible to 
use the expression “proportional meaning’s referent” to text-metaphors; in text-metaphors it 
is not suitable to speak about proportional meaning’s referent, here one should speak about 
the metaphoric meaning which appear under the influence of comparison’s semantic. In this 
microtext one can know the period of happening of this process: Sulton o‘rnidan turib, suvsar 
mo‘ynali oq po‘stinni o‘z qo‘li bilan sayyohga kiygizdi. 

Har tomondan har xil ovozlar qushlarday uchib keldilar:
– Qulluq bo‘lsin!
– Buyursin!
– Sultonimizga ofarin!
– Qulluq sultonimizga, qulluq!
Sulton qo‘li bilan ishora qilib, gala-gala ovozlarni ortlariga qaytarib yubordi. Ular 

uchishga payt poylab, inlariga qayta qo‘nishdi. (Sh. Butaev. A story of “Hisomiddin al-
Yog‘iy”).

One can see that the cognitive metaphor of “OVOZLAR BU – QUSHLAR (voices 
these are-birds)” was based in making of this text, that is, it was compared voices heard from 
all sides as birds flying come and land in one place.   

It gives alive condition to the text’s referents and provides appearing description.   
In this text “сарғая бошлаган ғўзалар cotton which is turning yellow” was 

compared with “титраб турган келинчак trembling bride” is caused of appearing the 
condition of personification in the level of the text: Alamli, shapoloqday-shapoloqday yuzlari 
sarg‘aya boshlagan, mahzun turishlari va mungli qarashlari bilan sharq ayollariga o‘xshab 
ketadigan, kelinchakdek titrab turgan bu g‘o‘zalar nelar demoqda?! Nega ular bunchalik 
bezovta, bunchalik ruhsiz, bunchalik so‘lg‘in? (N.Eshonqul. “Momoqo‘shiq” qissasi).

5. In the next type of the texts which have comparison’s meaning one can see the 
opposite of personification’s phenomena.

For example, in the following microtext taken from  N. Eshonqul’s narrative 
“Momoqo’shiq (Grandmother’s song)” about the woman he writes that “dilbar bir she’rning 
go‘zal satriga o‘xshaydi (a beautiful woman looks like the beautiful line of the poem)”. But at 
the end of the text word combination of “go‘zal satr beautiful line” is used instead of the 
referent “ayol (woman)” and has a figurative meaning: Yo‘q, bu ayol hammasidan ham dilbar 
bir she’rning go‘zal satriga o‘xshaydi – bu yerlardan qachonlardir qandaydir daho shoir o‘tganu, 
uni mulku falak bilan bog‘lab turadigan uchqur xayollari va mo‘jizalar yaratuvchi tilidan 
tuprog‘i jizg‘inak bo‘lib yotgan sahroi-biyobonga bu go‘zal satr bir tomchi ko‘zyosh yanglig‘ 
sirg‘alib tushib qolgan. Oy esa shu go‘zal satrni izlab yurgan ul shoirning yoniq xotirasidir. 
(N.Eshonqul “Momoqo’shiq” narrative).

As a result of scientific observations one can say that such kinds of texts which 
express the comparison’s meaning as their compositional structure are turned into typical 
view of the texts which are created by artistic method. We can see it in some prose writers’ 
works who use the same types of texts in their works.

It is possible to consider that the texts which express the comparison’s meaning 
would be the future research works’ object which show the owners of  the Uzbek language’s 
creative thought, the way of thinking level, and also showing the language’s creative 
possibilities as a lingvocultural language.      
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